MEDIA RELEASE

Statement from Alitalia on Pope’s flight landing in Mexico City

Rome, February, 17, 2016 – The cockpit crew of Alitalia flight AZ4000 on Friday 12 February
noticed a laser light from the ground, as did other aircraft flying towards Mexico City, as they
prepared to land at the Mexican capital’s airport. The aircraft Captain, Massimiliano Marselli,
promptly reported to the control tower what the cockpit crew had witnessed, which is standard
procedure with these type of matters, and similarly it is usual practice for the control tower to
alert the competent, local authorities. None of our cockpit crew or any passengers on board
were injured by the beam and the aircraft landed safely. The aircraft, an Airbus A330, was en
route from Havana in Cuba to Mexico.
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About Alitalia
Alitalia - Società Aerea Italiana (alitalia.com) is Italy’s largest airline and commenced operations on January 1, 2015
after acquiring the operational activities of Alitalia - Compagnia Aerea Italiana, now named CAI. CAI has a 51%
controlling stake in Alitalia and the remaining 49% of shares are owned by Etihad Airways, the national airline of the
United Arab Emirates (Airline of the Year 2016 by the prestigious US-based aviation industry publication Air
Transport World). As part of its 2015/2016 winter schedule, Alitalia flies to 81 destinations, including 27 Italian and 54
international destinations, with a total of 124 routes and more than 3,800 weekly flights. Alitalia boasts one of the
most modern and efficient fleets in the world with an average age of eight years. It is a member of the SkyTeam
alliance and is part of the Transatlantic Joint Venture alongside Air France-KLM and Delta Air Lines. Alitalia also
collaborates with the other Etihad Airways Partners - airberlin, Air Serbia, Air Seychelles, Etihad Airways, Etihad
Regional operated by Darwin Airline, Jet Airways and NIKI – in order to offer customers more choice through
improved networks and schedules and enhanced frequent flyer benefits.

